VIRTUAL FIELD TRIPS

Learning at home? Here's a list of virtual field trips for kids to explore the world.

The San Diego Zoo has an interactive website, which can be used no matter where you live! Kids can learn exciting animal facts, explore exhibits in real time and play fun games and activities.

Yellowstone is one of the most breathtaking national parks in the United States. During their virtual tours, kids can view landmarks like Old Faithful, the Mammoth Hot Springs, and the Fountain Paint Pot.

NASA's Curiosity rover allows your kids to explore the surface of Mars in a 360-degree view. These virtual tours make space exploration an adventurous and educational experience.

Kids can virtually go on a real time deep-sea adventure by viewing Monterey Bay Aquarium exhibit webcams. Their website also provides resource pages filled with activities, fact sheets and games for kids.

Learn about the world of agriculture through Farm Food 360 virtual farm tours. Kids can learn how dairy products are made, watch farmers harvest eggs and even explore specialty farms like an emu or deer ranch.